Media Advisory

Prepared by: Officer Marlatt       Release Date/Time: 8-10-15/2 p.m.

Subject: Sexual Assault
Case Number: 15-012899

Details:

On August 9, 2015 at approximately 7:50 p.m., officers responded to the senior living apartments in the area of Main/Yorktown regarding a sexual assault that had just occurred. A 72 year old female said she had been raped by a male who was still in the area. The victim came in contact with the suspect in the complex and had a conversation with him. After the conversation, she went back into her apartment and the suspect followed her inside. Once inside he sexually assaulted her and left her apartment. Police were called to the location and located the suspect within the complex. Twenty-one year old Ahkail Demyers was arrested for several sexual assault charges. The initial investigation indicates the suspect may have an acquaintance at the apartment complex, but does reside there himself. The investigation is still ongoing and no other details are being released at this time.